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Bradford White Enhances Commercial Water Heater’s Technologies
bradfordwhite.com

Bradford White Water Heaters has announced a new feature within the 

line of eF120 series commercial gas water heaters. The American-made 

eF120 product line now incorporates BMS and modulation technology for 

remote monitoring capability and increased fuel efficiency.

"We developed the new eF120 series in response to the changing market 

for commercial water heaters," said Louise Prader, senior director-product 

management for Bradford White. "Modulation and BMS are quickly becom-

ing the standard. For industries that have high demand for hot water, from 

manufacturing and construction to education, hospitality and health care, 

the efficiency and improved fuel utilization provided by modulation can 

make a big difference in a small amount of time. And the option to con-

nect Bradford White products into a building-wide network of mechanical 

and electrical systems improves efficiency, reduces response times and lim-

its the risk of equipment failure." 

BMS capability allows users to integrate a water heater into an automat-

ed system that controls and monitors electrical, communications, security 

and other systems. Within a BMS network, building and facilities teams can 

remotely monitor essential functions and more efficiently manage mainte-

nance and repairs.

Isenberg has introduced the Serie 260™ 

Collection of fixtures for basin, showers, tubs 

and bidets. The new collection offers an in-

triguing blend of structure and ease. The base 

of the faucet is softly curved with graceful 

lines inspired by gently flowing water, while 

the flat spout is elegant in its geometric sim-

plicity. The overall effect is remarkable, pair-

ing organic natural shapes with a contempo-

rary sophistication that makes this collection 

a standout. 

The Serie 260 is offered in an assortment of 

installation options to create a cohesive de-

sign space in the bath. All fixtures are crafted 

from solid brass and are available in four fin-

ishes. The Serie 260 line is backed by a Lim-

ited Lifetime Warranty. 

Isenberg Serie 260 Introduced
isenbergfaucets.com 
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MTI Baths Introduces Leona 
Oval Basin   mtibaths.com

MTI Baths celebrates the free-flowing 

forms of nature with their newest oval ba-

sin – the Leona. As the newest addition to 

MTI’s Boutique Collection, the Leona basin 

is a semi-recessed model that allows only 

the top 2” of the sink to rest on the vanity. 

Its sleek minimalist vibe is a natural fit with 

today’s trendy industrial chic look and is ver-

satile enough to pair equally well with a con-

temporary, transitional or even retro design 

space. The sink measures 20” x 13” with a 5” 

bowl depth and is crafted from MTI’s signa-

ture SculptureStone®. Its eco-friendly mix-

ture of 70% organic natural stone combined 

with high-performance resins is non-porous, 

stain-, mold- and mildew-resistant, making 

cleaning and maintenance easy. Leona is 

available in material colors of white or bis-

cuit, in either matte or hand-finished deep 

high-gloss, with eight optional exterior col-

ors. The sink has no overflow and requires a 

vessel-style drain kit without overflow. 

Webstone Ultra-Compact 
Thermostatic Mixing Valves

webstonevalves.com/TMV

Webstone®, a brand of NIBCO, has announced 

enhancements to its line of Ultra-Compact Ther-

mostatic Mixing Valves (TMV). Cold water by-

pass fitting kits are now available to pair with 

the matching Ultra-Compact TMV body of your 

choice. All products are certified lead-free and 

available for immediate shipment. 




